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Abstract
Text search over temporally versioned document collections such as web
archives has received little attention as a research problem. As a consequence, there is no scalable and principled solution to search such a collection
as of a specified time t. In this work, we address this shortcoming and propose an efficient solution for time-travel text search by extending the inverted
file index to make it ready for temporal search. We introduce approximate
temporal coalescing as a tunable method to reduce the index size without
significantly affecting the quality of results. In order to further improve the
performance of time-travel queries, we introduce two principled techniques to
trade off index size for its performance. These techniques can be formulated
as optimization problems that can be solved to near-optimality. Finally, our
approach is evaluated in a comprehensive series of experiments on two largescale real-world datasets. Results unequivocally show that our methods make
it possible to build an efficient “time machine” scalable to large versioned
text collections.
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1 Introduction
In this work we address time-travel text search over temporally versioned
document collections. Given a keyword query q and a time t our goal is to
identify and rank relevant documents as if the collection was in its state as
of time t.
An increasing number of such versioned document collections is available today including web archives, collaborative authoring environments like
Wikis, or timestamped information feeds. Text search on these collections,
however, is mostly time-ignorant: while the searched collection changes over
time, often only the most recent version of a documents is indexed, or, versions are indexed independently and treated as separate documents. Even
worse, for some collections, in particular web archives like the Internet Archive [2], a comprehensive text-search functionality is often completely missing.
Time-travel text search, as we develop it in this paper, is a crucial tool
to explore these collections and to unfold their full potential as the following
example demonstrates. For a documentary about a past political scandal,
a journalist needs to research early opinions and statements made by the
involved politicians. Sending an appropriate query to a major web searchengine, the majority of returned results contains only recent coverage, since
many of the early web pages have disappeared and are only preserved in web
archives. If the query could be enriched with a time point, say August 20th
2003 as the day after the scandal got revealed, and be issued against a web
archive, only pages that existed specifically at that time could be retrieved thus
better satisfying the journalist’s information need.
Document collections like the Web or Wikipedia [3], as we target them
here, are already large if only a single snapshot is considered. Looking at
their evolutionary history, we are faced with even larger data volumes. As
a consequence, naïve approaches to time-travel text search fail, and viable
approaches must scale-up well to such large data volumes.
This paper presents an efficient solution to time-travel text search by
making the following key contributions:
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1. The popular well-studied inverted file index [34] is transparently extended to enable time-travel text search.
2. Temporal coalescing is introduced to avoid an index-size explosion while
keeping results highly accurate.
3. We develop two sublist materialization techniques to improve index
performance that allow trading off space vs. performance.
4. In a comprehensive experimental evaluation our approach is evaluated
on the English Wikipedia and parts of the Internet Archive as two
large-scale real-world datasets with versioned documents.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The presented work
is put in context with related work in Section 2. We delineate our model
of a temporally versioned document collection in Section 3. We present our
time-travel inverted index in Section 4. Building on it, temporal coalescing
is described in Section 5. In Section 6 we describe principled techniques to
improve index performance, before presenting the results of our experimental
evaluation in Section 7.
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2 Related Work
We can classify the related work mainly into the following two categories:
(i) methods that deal explicitly with collections of versioned documents or
temporal databases, and (ii) methods for reducing the index size by exploiting
either the document-content overlap or by pruning portions of the index. We
briefly review work under these categories here.
To the best of our knowledge, there is very little prior work dealing with
historical search over temporally versioned documents. Anick and Flynn [6],
while pioneering this research, describe a help-desk system that supports
historical queries. Access costs are optimized for accesses to the most recent versions and increase as one moves farther into the past. Burrows and
Hisgen [13], in a patent description, delineate a method for indexing rangebased values and mention its potential use for searching based on dates associated with documents. Recent work by Nørvåg and Nybø [25] and their
earlier proposals concentrate on the relatively simpler problem of supporting
text-containment queries only and neglect the relevance scoring of results.
Stack [29] reports practical experiences made when adapting the open source
search-engine Nutch to search web archives. This adaptation, however, does
not provide the intended time-travel text search functionality. In contrast,
research in temporal databases has produced several index structures tailored
for time-evolving databases; a comprehensive overview of the state-of-art is
available in [28]. Unlike the inverted file index, their applicability to text
search is not well understood.
Moving on to the second category of related work, Broder et al. [11] describe a technique that exploits large content overlaps between documents
to achieve a reduction in index size. Their technique makes strong assumptions about the structure of document overlaps rendering it inapplicable to
our context. More recent approaches by Hersovici et al. [19] and Zhang and
Suel [33] exploit arbitrary content overlaps between documents to reduce index size. None of the approaches, however, considers time explicitly or provides the desired time-travel text search functionality. Static index-pruning
4

techniques [14, 15] aim to reduce the effective index size, by removing portions
of the index that are expected to have low impact on the query result. They
also do not consider temporal aspects of documents, and thus are technically
quite different from our proposal despite having a shared goal of index-size
reduction. It should be noted that index-pruning techniques can be adapted
to work along with the temporal text index we propose here.
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3 Model
In the present work, we deal with a temporally versioned document collection
D that is modeled as described in the following. Each document d ∈ D is a
sequence of its versions
d = hd t1 , d t2 , . . . i .
Each version d ti has an associated timestamp ti reflecting when the version
was created. Each version is a vector of searchable terms or features. Any
modification to a document version results in the insertion of a new version
with a corresponding timestamp. We employ a discrete definition of time,
so that timestamps are non-negative integers. The deletion of a document
at time ti , i.e., its disappearance from the current state of the collection, is
modeled as the insertion of a special “tombstone” version ⊥. The validity
time-interval val(d ti ) of a version d ti is [ti , ti+1 ), if a newer version with
associated timestamp ti+1 exists, and [ti , now) otherwise where now points
to the greatest possible value of a timestamp (i.e., ∀t : t < now).
Putting all this together, we define the state D t of the collection at time
t (i.e., the set of versions valid at t that are not deletions) as
[
Dt =
{d ti ∈ d | t ∈ val(d ti ) ∧ d ti 6= ⊥} .
d∈D

As mentioned earlier, we want to enrich a keyword query q with a timestamp t, so that q be evaluated over D t , i.e., the state of the collection at
time t. The enriched time-travel query is written as q t for brevity.
As a retrieval model in this work we adopt Okapi BM25 [27], but note that
the proposed techniques are not dependent on this choice and are applicable
to other retrieval models like tf-idf [7] or language models [26] as well. For
our considered setting, we slightly adapt Okapi BM25 as
X
w(q t , d ti ) =
wtf (v, d ti ) · widf (v, t) .
v∈q
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In the above formula, the relevance w(q t , d ti ) of a document version d ti
to the time-travel query q t is defined. We reiterate that q t is evaluated over
D t so that only the version d ti valid at time t is considered. The first factor
wtf (v, d ti ) in the summation, further referred to as the tf-score is defined as
wtf (v, d ti ) =

(k1 + 1) · tf (v, d ti )
k1 · ((1 − b) + b ·

dl(d ti )
)
avdl(ti )

+ tf (v, d ti )

.

It considers the plain term frequency tf (v, d ti ) of term v in version d ti normalizing it, taking into account both the length dl(d ti ) of the version and the
average document length avdl(ti ) in the collection at time ti . The lengthnormalization parameter b and the tf-saturation parameter k1 are inherited
from the original Okapi BM25 and are commonly set to values 1.2 and 0.75
respectively. Note that we employ avdl(ti ) (instead of avdl(t)), since tf-scores
are precomputed in our setting. The second factor widf (v, t), which we refer
to as the idf-score in the remainder, conveys the inverse document frequency
of term v in the collection at time t and is defined as
widf (v, t) = log

N (t) − df (v, t) + 0.5
df (v, t) + 0.5

where N (t) = |D t | is the collection size at time t and df (v, t) gives the
number of documents in the collection that contain the term v at time t.
While the idf-score depends on the whole corpus as of the query time t, the
tf-score is specific to each version.
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4 Time-Travel
Inverted File Index
The inverted file index is a standard technique for text indexing, deployed in
many systems. In this section, we briefly review this technique and present
our extensions to the inverted file index that make it ready for time-travel
text search.

4.1

Inverted File Index

An inverted file index consists of a vocabulary, commonly organized as a B+Tree, that maps each term to its idf-score and inverted list. The index list
Lv belonging to term v contains postings of the form
( d, p )
where d is a document-identifier and p is the so-called payload. The payload
p contains information about the term frequency of v in d, but may also include positional information about where the term appears in the document.
The sort-order of index lists depends on which queries are to be supported
efficiently. For Boolean queries it is favorable to sort index lists in documentorder. Frequency-order and impact-order sorted index lists are beneficial for
ranked queries and enable optimized query processing that stops early after
having identified the k most relevant documents [4, 5, 12, 17, 31]. A variety
of compression techniques, such as encoding document identifiers more compactly, have been proposed [32, 34] to reduce the size of index lists. For an
excellent recent survey about inverted file indexes we refer to [34].
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4.2

Time-Travel Inverted File Index

In order to prepare an inverted file index for time travel, we extend both inverted lists and the vocabulary structure by explicitly incorporating temporal
information. The main idea for inverted lists is that we include a validity
time-interval [tb , te ) in postings to denote when the payload information was
valid. The postings in our time-travel inverted file index are thus of the form
( d, p, [tb , te ) )
where d and p are defined as in the standard inverted file index above and
[tb , te ) is the validity time-interval.
As a concrete example, in our implementation, for a version d ti having
the Okapi BM25 tf-score wtf (v, d ti ) for term v, the index list Lv contains the
posting
( d, wtf (v, d ti ), [ti , ti+1 ) ) .
Similarly, the extended vocabulary structure maintains for each term a
time series of idf-scores organized as a B+-Tree. Unlike the tf-score, the idfscore of every term could vary with every change in the corpus. Therefore, we
take a simplified approach to idf-score maintenance, by computing idf-scores
for all terms in the corpus at specific (possibly periodic) times.

4.3

Query Processing

During processing of a time-travel query q t , for each query term the corresponding idf-score valid at time t is retrieved from the extended vocabulary.
Then, index lists are sequentially read from disk, thereby accumulating the
information contained in the postings. We transparently extend the sequential reading, which is – to the best of our knowledge – common to all query
processing techniques on inverted file indexes, thus making them suitable
for time-travel query-processing. To this end, sequential reading is extended
by skipping all postings whose validity time-interval does not contain t (i.e.,
t 6∈ [tb , te )). Whether a posting can be skipped can only be decided after the
posting has been transferred from disk into memory and therefore still incurs
significant I/O cost. As a remedy, we propose index organization techniques
in Section 6 that aim to reduce the I/O overhead significantly.
We note that our proposed extension of the inverted file index makes no
assumptions about the sort-order of index lists. As a consequence, existing query-processing techniques and most optimizations (e.g., compression
techniques) remain equally applicable.
9

5 Temporal Coalescing

score

If we employ the time-travel inverted index, as described in the previous
section, to a versioned document collection, we obtain one posting per term
per document version. For frequent terms and large highly-dynamic collections, this leads to extremely long index lists with very poor query-processing
performance.
The approximate temporal coalescing technique that we propose in this
section counters this blowup in index-list size. It builds on the observation
that most changes in a versioned document collection are minor, leaving large
parts of the document untouched. As a consequence, the payload of many
postings belonging to temporally adjacent versions will differ only slightly or
not at all. Approximate temporal coalescing reduces the number of postings
in an index list by merging such a sequence of postings that have almost equal
payloads, while keeping the maximal error bounded. This idea is illustrated
in Figure 5.1, which plots non-coalesced and coalesced scores of postings
belonging to a single document. Approximate temporal coalescing is greatly
effective given such fluctuating payloads and reduces the number of postings
from 9 to 3 in the example. The notion of temporal coalescing was originally
introduced in temporal database research by Böhlen et al. [9], where the
simpler problem of coalescing only equal information was considered.

time

non-coalesced
coalesced
Figure 5.1: Approximate Temporal Coalescing
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We next formally state the problem dealt with in approximate temporal
coalescing, and discuss the computation of optimal solutions. Note that
the technique is applied to each index list separately, so that the following
explanations assume a fixed term v and index list Lv .
As an input we are given a sequence of temporally adjacent postings
I = h ( d, pi , [ti , ti+1 ) ), . . . , ( d, pn−1 , [tn−1 , tn ) ) i .
Each sequence represents a contiguous time period during which the term was
present in a single document d. If a term disappears from d but reappears
later, we obtain multiple input sequences that are dealt with separately. We
seek to generate the minimal length output sequence of postings
O = h ( d, pj , [tj , tk ) ), . . . , ( d, pm−1 , [tl , tm )) ) i ,
that adheres to the following constraints: First, O and I must cover the
same time range, i.e., ti = tj and tn = tm . Second, when coalescing a
subsequence of postings of the input into a single posting of the output, we
want the approximation error to be below a threshold . In other words, if
(d, pq , [tq , tq+1 )) and (d, pr , [tr , ts )) are postings of I and O respectively, then
the following must hold for a chosen error function and a threshold :
tr ≤ tq ∧ tq+1 ≤ ts ⇒ error(pq , pr ) ≤  .
In this paper, as an error function we employ the relative error between
payloads (i.e., tf-scores) of a document in I and O, defined as:
errrel (p, p0 ) = |p − p0 | / |p| .
Finding an optimal output sequence of postings can be cast into finding
a piecewise-constant representation for the points (ti , pi ) that uses a minimal number of segments while retaining the above approximation guarantee.
Similar problems occur in time-series segmentation [22, 30] and histogram
construction [20, 21]. In these settings, however, the objective is typically
to minimize a global measure of error (e.g., the sum of squared errors) while
using no more than B segments. An optimal solution to this problem can be
obtained in O(n2 B) [21, 30] time.
In our setting, as a key difference, only a guarantee on the local error is
retained – in contrast to a guarantee on the global error in the aforementioned
settings. Exploiting this fact, we can compute an optimal solution by means
of the greedy Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 makes one pass over the input sequence I. While doing
so, it coalesces sequences of postings having maximal length. The optimal
11

Algorithm 1 Approximate Temporal Coalescing (ATC)
1: I = h ( d, pi , [ti , ti+1 ) ), . . . i O = h i
2: pmin = pi pmax = pi p = pi tb = ti te = ti+1
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

for ( d, pj , [tj , tj+1 ) ) ∈ I do
p0min = min( pmin , pj ) p0max = max( pmax , pj )
p0 = optrep(p0min , p0max )
if errrel (pmin , p0 ) ≤  ∧ errrel (pmax , p0 ) ≤  then
pmin = p0min pmax = p0max p = p0 te = tj+1
else
O = O ∪ ( d, p, [tb , te ) )
pmin = pj pmax = pj p = pj tb = tj te = tj+1
end if
end for
O = O ∪ ( d, p, [tb , te ) )
return O

representative for a sequence of postings depends only on their minimal and
maximal payload (pmin and pmax ) and can be looked up using optrep in O(1)
(see [18] for details). When reading the next posting, the algorithm tries
to add it to the current sequence of postings. It computes the hypothetical
new representative p0 and checks whether it would retain the approximation
guarantee. If this test fails, a coalesced posting bearing the old representative
is added to the output sequence O and, following that, the bookkeeping is
reinitialized. The time complexity of the algorithm is in O(n); its space
complexity is in O(1). The optimality of Algorithm 1 is stated in the following
theorem.
Theorem 1. ATC (Algorithm 1) produces an optimal output sequence O.
For the proof of the above theorem let Ô denote an optimal output sequence, and let O denote the output produced by ATC. Further, let b̂i (êi )
and bi (ei ) refer to the left (right) time-interval boundary of the i-th postings
in Ô and O respectively. The subsequence of I containing the j-th throughout the k-th posting is referred to as I j..k , and we call it coalescable if a
single output posting retaining the above approximation guarantee can be
produced.
We need two lemmas for the proof of the above theorem. The following
first lemma states that every subsequence of a coalescable sequence is itself
coalescable.
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Lemma 1. If I i..h is coalescable all I j..k with i ≤ j ≤ k ≤ h are coalescable.
Proof. Let ( d, p0 , [ti , th+1 ) ) be the posting in O that represents I i..h . Using
the same value p0 we can easily construct a posting ( d, p0 , [tj , tk+1 ) ) that
retains the approximation guarantee on I j..k .
The second lemma states that the solution produced by Algorithm 1 stays
ahead of an optimal solution.
Lemma 2. Given Ô and O as defined above, êi ≤ ei holds
Proof. We proof Lemma 2 by induction.
i = 1: ê1 = ti+1 is the right time-interval boundary of the first posting in Ô
that covers the subsequence I 1..i , which is therefore known to be coalescable.
Algorithm 1, by its greedy nature, will pick I 1..i or a larger subsequence I 1..j
with i < j, so that eˆ1 ≤ e1 .
i → i + 1: The (i + 1)-th posting produced by the optimal competitor
has time-interval boundaries bi+1 and ei+1 and represents I i..k . From êi ≤
ei we know b̂i+1 ≤ bi+1 . Therefore, by Lemma 1 and its greedy nature,
Algorithm 1 outputs a posting covering at least I j..k with j = bi+1 , implying
êi+1 ≤ ei+1 .
Proof of Theorem 1. We proof the theorem by contradiction. Let us assume
that |Ô| < |O|. Since Ô covers the whole input sequence, we know that
ê |Ô| = tm . By Lemma 2 we know that ê |Ô| ≤ e |Ô| implying that ê |Ô| = tm ,
since tm is the right time-interval boundary of the last posting in the input.
Thus, O has covered the whole input using |Ô| postings – a contradition to
our assumption.
Note that, since we make no assumptions about the sort order of index
lists, temporal coalescing has an additional preprocessing cost in O(|Lv | log |Lv |)
for sorting the index list (in document-time-order) and chopping it up into
subsequences for each document.
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6 Sublist Materialization

document

Efficiency of processing a query q t on our time-travel inverted index is influenced adversely by the wasted I/O due to read but skipped postings. Temporal coalescing implicitly addresses this problem by reducing the overall index
list size, but still a significant overhead remains. In this section, we tackle
this problem by proposing the idea of materializing sublists each of which
corresponds to a contiguous subinterval of time spanned by the full index.
Each of these sublists contains all coalesced postings that overlap with the
corresponding time interval of the sublist. Note that all those postings whose
validity time-interval spans across the temporal boundaries of several sublists
are replicated in each of the spanned sublists. Thus, in order to process the
query q t it is sufficient to scan any materialized sublist whose time-interval
contains t.
We illustrate the idea of sublist materialization using an example shown
in Figure 6.1. The index list Lv visualized in the figure contains a total of
10 postings from three documents d1, d2, and d3. For ease of description,
we have numbered boundaries of validity time-intervals, in increasing timeorder, as t1 , . . . , t10 and numbered the postings themselves as 1, . . . , 10. Now,
consider the processing of a query q t with t ∈ [t1 , t2 ) using this inverted list.
Although only three postings (postings 1, 5 and 8) are valid at time t, the

d3
d2
d1

1

2

3

5

4
6

8

7
10

9

t1 t2 t3

t4

t5 t6

t7

t8

Figure 6.1: Sublist Materialization
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t9 t10

time

whole inverted list has to be read in the worst case. Suppose that we split
the time axis of the list at time t2 , forming two sublists with postings {1,
5, 8} and {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} respectively. Then, we can process the
above query with optimal cost by reading only those postings that existed
at this t.
At a first glance, it may seem counterintuitive to reduce index size in the
first step (using temporal coalescing), and then to increase it again using
the sublist materialization techniques presented in this section. However, we
reiterate that our main objective is to improve the efficiency of processing
queries, not to reduce the index size alone. The use of temporal coalescing
improves the performance by reducing the index size, while the sublist materialization improves performance by judiciously replicating entries. Further,
the two techniques, can be applied separately and are independent. If applied in conjunction, though, there is a synergetic effect – sublists that are
materialized from a temporally coalesced index are generally smaller.
We employ the notation Lv : [ti , tj ) to refer to the materialized sublist
for the time interval [ti , tj ), that is formally defined as,
Lv : [ti , tj ) = {( d, p, [tb , te ) ) ∈ Lv | tb < tj ∧ te > ti } .
To aid the presentation in the rest of the paper, we first provide some
definitions. Let T = h t1 . . . tn i be the sorted sequence of all unique timeinterval boundaries of an inverted list Lv . Then we define
E = { [ti , ti+1 ) | 1 ≤ i < n}
to be the set of elementary time intervals. We refer to the set of time intervals
for which sublists are materialized as
M ⊆ { [ti , tj ) | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n } ,
and demand
∀ t ∈ [t1 , tn ) ∃ m ∈ M : t ∈ m ,
i.e., the time intervals in M must completely cover the time interval
[t1 , tn ), so that time-travel queries q t for all t ∈ [t1 , tn ) can be processed. We
also assume that intervals in M are disjoint. We can make this assumption
without ruling out any optimal solution with regard to space or performance
defined below. The space required for the materialization of sublists in a set
M is defined as
X
S( M ) =
|Lv : m| ,
m∈M
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i.e., the total length of all lists in M. Given a set M, we let
πM ( [ti , ti+1 ) ) = [tj , tk ) ∈ M : [ti , ti+1 ) ⊆ [tj , tk )
denote the time interval that is used to process queries q t with t ∈ [ti , ti+1 ).
The performance of processing queries q t for t ∈ [ti , ti+1 ) inversely depends
on its processing cost
P C( [ti , ti+1 ) ) = |Lv : πM ( [ti , ti+1 ) )| ,
which is assumed to be proportional to the length of the list Lv : πM ( [ti , ti+1 ) ).
Thus, in order to optimize the performance of processing queries we minimize
their processing costs.

6.1

Performance/Space-Optimal Approaches

One strategy to eliminate the problem of skipped postings is to eagerly materialize sublists for all elementary time intervals, i.e., to choose M = E.
In doing so, for every query q t only postings valid at time t are read and
thus the best possible performance is achieved. Therefore, we will refer to
this approach as Popt in the remainder. The initial approach described above
that keeps only the full list Lv and thus picks M = { [t1 , tn ) } is referred
to as Sopt in the remainder. This approach requires minimal space, since it
keeps each posting exactly once.
Popt and Sopt are extremes: the former provides the best possible performance but is not space-efficient, the latter requires minimal space but does
not provide good performance. The two approaches presented in the rest of
this section allow mutually trading off space and performance and can thus
be thought of as means to explore the configuration spectrum between the
Popt and the Sopt approach.

6.2

Performance-Guarantee Approach

The Popt approach clearly wastes a lot of space materializing many nearlyidentical sublists. In the example illustrated in Figure 6.1 materialized sublists for [t1 , t2 ) and [t2 , t3 ) differ only by one posting. If the sublist for [t1 , t3 )
was materialized instead, one could save significant space while incurring only
an overhead of one skipped posting for all t ∈ [t1 , t3 ). The technique presented next is driven by the idea that significant space savings over Popt are
achievable, if an upper-bounded loss on the performance can be tolerated, or
to put it differently, if a performance guarantee relative to the optimum is to
16

be retained. In detail, the technique, which we refer to as P G (Performance
Guarantee) in the remainder, finds a set M that has minimal required space,
but guarantees for any elementary time interval [ti , ti+1 ) (and thus for any
query q t with t ∈ [ti , ti+1 )) that performance is worse than optimal by at
most a factor of γ ≥ 1. Formally, this problem can be stated as
argmin S( M ) s.t.
M

∀ [ti , ti+1 ) ∈ E : P C( [ti , ti+1 ) ) ≤ γ · |Lv : [ti , ti+1 )| .
An optimal solution to the problem can be computed by means of induction using the recurrence
C( [t1 , tk+1 ) ) = min {C( [t1 , tj ) ) + |Lv : [tj , tk+1 )| | 1 ≤ j ≤ k ∧ condition} ,
where C( [t1 , tj ) ) is the optimal cost (i.e., the space required) for the
prefix subproblem
E 1..j = { [ti , ti+1 ) ∈ E | [ti , ti+1 ) ⊆ [t1 , tj ) }
and condition stands for
∀ [ti , ti+1 ) ∈ E : [ti , ti+1 ) ⊆ [tj , tk+1 ) ⇒ |Lv : [tj , tk+1 )| ≤ γ · |Lv : [ti , ti+1 )| .
Intuitively, the recurrence states that an optimal solution for [t1 , tk+1 ) be
combined from an optimal solution to a prefix subproblem E 1..j and a time
interval [tj , tk+1 ) that can be materialized without violating the performance
guarantee.
Algorithm 2 finds an optimal solution by looking at prefix subproblems
of increasing length. For the prefix subproblem E 1..k , the algorithm finds an
optimal solution combining an optimal solution to a smaller prefix subproblem and one additional sublist. The algorithm employs two arrays C [ ] and
B [ ] to keep track of minimal cost solutions to prefix subproblems and sublists in the optimal solution. Thus, C [ i ] contains the minimal cost for the
prefix subproblem E 1..i . When the algorithm terminates, the set B [ ] ∪ {1, n}
gives the time-interval boundaries of sublists in the optimal solution. The
inner loop (line 6–13) terminates early by exploiting that no larger additional
sublist can be part of a solution once condition has failed.
The time and space complexity of Algorithm 2 depend on whether sublist sizes |L : [ti , tj )| are precomputed, which can be done in time O(n 2 )
exploiting that
|Lv : [ti , tj+1 )| = |Lv : [ti , tj )| + |{ ( d, p, [tk , tl ) ∈ Lv | tk = tj+1 ) }| .
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Algorithm 2 Sublist Materialization with Performance Guarantees
1: C [ 1 .. n ] // C [ i ] : optimal cost for E 1..i
2: B [ 1 .. n ] // B [ i ] : rightmost boundary for E 1..i
3: C [ 1 ] = 0
4: B [ 1 ] = 1
5:
6: for k = 2 .. n do
7:
C [k] = ∞
8:
j =k−1
9:
while j ≥ 1 ∧ condition( Lv : [tj , tk ) ) do
10:
c = C[j] + |Lv : [tj , tk )|
11:
if c < C[ k ] then
12:
C [k] = c
13:
B [k] = j
14:
end if
15:
j =j−1
16:
end while
17: end for

If sublist sizes are precomputed, Algorithm 2 has time complexity in
O(n 2 ) – for each prefix subproblem the above recurrence must be evaluated,
which is then possible in linear time. Its space complexity is in O(n 2 ) –
the cost of keeping the precomputed sublist lengths and memoizing optimal
solutions to prefix subproblems. Otherwise, the algorithm has time complexity in O(n 3 ), because of the additional O(n) effort needed per sublist-size
calculation. Its space complexity, however, is then in O(n) for keeping C [ ]
and B [ ].

6.3

Space-Bound Approach

So far we considered the problem of materializing sublists that give a guarantee on performance while requiring minimal space. In many situations,
though, the storage space is at a premium and the aim would be to materialize a set of sublists that optimizes expected performance while not exceeding
a given space limit. The technique presented next, which is named SB,
tackles this very problem. The space restriction is modeled by means of a
user-specified parameter κ ≥ 1 that limits the maximum allowed blowup in
index size from the space-optimal solution provided by Sopt . The SB technique seeks to find a set M that adheres to this space limit but minimizes the
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expected processing cost (and thus optimizes the expected performance). In
the definition of the expected processing cost, P ( [ti , ti+1 ) ) denotes the probability of a query time-point being in [ti , ti+1 ). Formally, this space-bound
sublist-materialization problem can be stated as
X
argmin
P ( [ti , ti+1 ) ) · P C( [ti , ti+1 ) ) s.t.
M

[ti , ti+1 ) ∈ E

X

|Lv : m| ≤ κ |Lv | .

m∈M

The problem can be solved by using dynamic programming over an increasing number of time intervals as follows: The problem of choosing which
[ti , tj ) should be materialized can be reformulated as deciding at which time
points ti a new interval should begin. We call these time points materialization points M and can construct the materialized intervals by breaking
[t1 , tn ) into smaller intervals at these materialization points.
For each materialization point ti , we have to replicate the postings whose
validity time interval crosses ti . In other words, a materialization point ti
has an associated increase in storage given by,
Iti = |{ (d, p, [tj , tk )) ∈ Lv | tj ≤ ti < tk }| .
Starting from the initial materialization of Lv – which has minimal storage
by definition – we choose materialization points by bounding the increase
in storage over Lv . Note that the value Iti is independent of other materialization points, as the set of postings that cross ti is always fixed. As a
consequence of this, the order of materialization decisions can be arbitrary
and does not affect our space-bound.
The expected processing cost for a given set of materialization points M
is given by:
X
PM =
P ( [ti , ti+1 ) )·|{(d, p, [tj , tk )) ∈ Lv |tk > tM (ti+1 )∧tj ≤ uM (ti ))}|
[ti ,ti+1 )

where,
tM (t) = max( {t0 ∈ M | t0 ≤ t} ∪ {t1 } ) (i.e, the mat. point just before t)
uM (t) = min( {t0 ∈ M | t0 > t} ∪ {tn } ) (i.e., the mat. point just after t).
The definition of PM implies that given two sets of materialization points
M1 , M2 with max(M1 ) = max(M2 ) and a point t with t > max(M1 ), the
performance gain by adding t to M1 and M2 is the same, i.e.,
PM1 − PM1 ∪ {t} = PM2 − PM2 ∪ {t} .
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This leads to the following observation: When building materialization
sets incrementally (with increasing t), a set MP
another set M2 if
1 dominatesP
max(M1 ) = max(M2 ) and PM1 < PM2 (and t∈M1 It = t∈M2 It , i.e., the
space consumption is the same). If PM1 = PM2 , any of the two can be chosen.
Based on this observation, we can construct the dynamic programming
Algorithm 3 to compute an optimal set of materialization points.
Algorithm 3 Sublist Materialization with Space Bound
1: cmax = min( b(κ − 1)|Lv |c, n · |Lv | )
2: DP [ 0 .. n ][ 0 .. cmax ]
// dynamic programming table
3:
4: for i = 0 .. cmax do
5:
DP [ 0 ][ i ] = ∅
6: end for
7:
8: for t = 1 .. n do
9:
for i = 0 .. It − 1 do
10:
DP [ t ][ i ] = ∅ // no materialization possible
11:
end for
12:
for i = It .. cmax do
13:
t0 = argmin PDP [ t0 ][ i−It ]∪{t}
0≤t0 <t

14:
DP [ t ][ i ] = DP [ t0 ][ i − It ] ∪ {t}
15:
end for
16: end for
17:
18: return M from DP having minimal PM

Unfortunately, Algorithm 3 has time complexity in O(n3 |Lv |) and its
space complexity is in O(n2 |Lv |), which is not practical for large data sets.
We obtain an approximate solution to the problem using simulated annealing [23, 24]. Simulated annealing takes a fixed number R of rounds to
explore the solution space. In each round a random successor of the current
solution is looked at. If the successor does not adhere to the space limit, it
is always rejected (i.e., the current solution is kept). A successor adhering
to the space limit is always accepted if it achieves lower expected processing
cost than the current solution. If it achieves higher expected processing cost,
it is randomly accepted with probability e −∆/r where ∆ is the increase in
expected processing cost and R ≥ r ≥ 1 denotes the number of remaining
rounds. In addition, throughout all rounds, the method keeps track of the
best solution seen so far. The solution space for the problem at hand can
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be efficiently explored. As we argued above, we solely have to look at sets
M that completely cover the time interval [t1 , tn ) and do not contain overlapping time intervals. We represent such a set M as an array of n boolean
variables b1 . . . bn that convey the boundaries of time intervals in the set.
Note that b1 and bn are always set to “true”. Initially, all n − 2 intermediate
variables assume “false”, which corresponds to the set M = { [t1 , tn ) }. A
random successor can now be easily generated by switching the value of one
of the n − 2 intermediate variables. The time complexity of the method is in
O(n 2 ) – the expected processing cost must be computed in each round. Its
space complexity is in O(n) – for keeping the n boolean variables.
As a side remark note that for κ = 1.0 the SB method does not necessarily produce the solution that is obtained from Sopt , but may produce
a solution that requires the same amount of space while achieving better
expected performance.
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7 Experimental Evaluation
We conducted a comprehensive series of experiments on two real-world datasets
to evaluate the techniques proposed in this paper.

7.1

Setup and Datasets

The techniques described in this paper were implemented in a prototype
system called FluxCapacitor [8] using Java JDK 1.5. All experiments
described below were run on a single SUN V40z machine having four AMD
Opteron CPUs, 16GB RAM, a large network-attached RAID-5 disk array,
and running Microsoft Windows Server 2003. All data and indexes are kept in
an Oracle 10g database that runs on the same machine. For our experiments
we used two different datasets.
The English Wikipedia revision history (referred to as WIKI in the remainder) is available for free download as a single XML file. This large
dataset, totaling 0.7 TBytes, contains the full editing history of the English
Wikipedia from January 2001 to December 2005 (the time of our download).
We indexed all encyclopedia articles excluding versions that were marked as
the result of a minor edit (e.g., the correction of spelling errors etc.). This
yielded a total of 892,255 documents with 13,976,915 versions having a mean
(µ) of 15.67 versions per document at standard deviation (σ) of 59.18. We
built a time-travel query workload using the query log temporarily made
available recently by AOL Research as follows – we first extracted the 300
most frequent keyword queries that yielded a result click on a Wikipedia
article (for instance, “french revolution”, “hurricane season 2005”, “da vinci
code” – the full list is given in Figure 7.2). The thus extracted queries contained a total of 422 distinct terms. For each extracted query, we randomly
picked a time point for each month covered by the dataset. This resulted in
a total of 18, 000 (= 300 × 60) time-travel queries.
The second dataset used in our experiments was based on a subset of
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the European Archive [1], containing weekly crawls of 11 .gov.uk websites
throughout the years 2004 and 2005 amounting close to 2 TBytes of raw data.
We filtered out documents not belonging to MIME-types text/plain and
text/html, to obtain a dataset that totals 0.4 TBytes and which we refer to
as UKGOV in rest of the paper. This included a total of 502,617 documents
with 8,687,108 versions (µ = 17.28 and σ = 13.79). We built a corresponding
query workload as mentioned before, this time choosing keyword queries that
led to a site in the .gov.uk domain (e.g., “minimum wage”, “inheritance
tax” , “citizenship ceremony dates” – the full list is given in Figure 7.3), and
randomly sampling a time point for every month within the two year period
spanned by the dataset. Thus, we obtained a total of 7,200 (= 300 × 24)
time-travel queries for the UKGOV dataset. In total 522 terms appear in
the extracted queries.
The collection statistics (i.e., N and avdl) and term statistics (i.e., DF )
were computed at monthly granularity for both datasets.

7.2

Impact of Temporal Coalescing

Our first set of experiments is aimed at evaluating the approximate temporal
coalescing technique, described in Section 5, in terms of index-size reduction
and its effect on the result quality. For both the WIKI and UKGOV datasets,
we compare temporally coalesced indexes for different values of the error
threshold  computed using Algorithm 1 with the non-coalesced index as a
baseline.

0.00
0.01
0.05
0.10
0.25
0.50

WIKI
# Postings Ratio
8,647,996,223 100.00%
7,769,776,831
89.84%
1,616,014,825
18.69%
556,204,068
6.43%
379,962,802
4.39%
252,581,230
2.92%
203,269,464
2.35%

UKGOV
# Postings Ratio
7,888,560,482 100.00%
2,926,731,708
37.10%
744,438,831
9.44%
259,947,199
3.30%
187,387,342
2.38%
158,107,198
2.00%
155,434,617
1.97%

Table 7.1: Index sizes for non-coalesced index (-) and coalesced indexes for
different values of 
Table 7.1 summarizes the index sizes measured as the total number of
postings. As these results demonstrate, approximate temporal coalescing is
highly effective in reducing index size. Even a small threshold value, e.g.  =
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0.01, has a considerable effect by reducing the index size almost by an order
of magnitude. Note that on the UKGOV dataset, even accurate coalescing
( = 0) manages to reduce the index size to less than 38% of the original
size, which is due to the fact that many pages remain unchanged between
successive snapshots. Index size continues to reduce on both datasets, as we
increase the value of .
How does the reduction in index size affect the query results? In order
to evaluate this aspect, we compared the top-k results computed using a
coalesced index against the ground-truth result obtained from the original
index, for different cutoff levels k. Let Gk and Ck be the top-k documents
from the ground-truth result and from the coalesced index respectively. We
used the following two measures for comparison: (i) Relative Recall at cutoff
level k (RR@k), that measures the overlap between Gk and Ck , which ranges
in [0, 1] and is defined as
RR@k = |Gk ∩ Ck |/k .
(ii) Kendall’s τ (see [10, 16] for a detailed definition) at cut-off level k
(KT @k), measuring the agreement between two results in the relative order of items in Gk ∩ Ck , with value 1 (or -1) indicating total agreement (or
disagreement).
Figure 7.1 plots, for cutoff levels 10 and 100, the mean of RR@k and
KT @k along with 5% and 95% percentiles, for different values of the threshold  starting from 0.01. Note that for  = 0, results coincide with those
obtained by the original index, and hence are omitted from the graph.
It is reassuring to see from these results that approximate temporal coalescing induces minimal disruption to the query results, since RR@k and
KT @k are within reasonable limits. For  = 0.01, the smallest value of 
in our experiments, RR@100 for WIKI is 0.98 indicating that the results
are almost indistinguishable from those obtained through the original index.
Even the relative order of these common results is quite high, as the mean
KT @100 is close to 0.95. For the extreme value of  = 0.5, which results
in an index size of just 2.35% of the original, the RR@100 and KT @100
are about 0.8 and 0.6 respectively. On the relatively less dynamic UKGOV
dataset (as can be seen from the σ values above), results were even better,
with high values of RR and KT seen throughout the spectrum of  values
for both cutoff values.
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7.3

Sublist Materialization

We now turn our attention towards evaluating the sublist materialization
techniques introduced in Section 6. For both datasets, we started with the
coalesced index produced by a moderate threshold setting of  = 0.10. In
order to reduce the computational effort, boundaries of elementary time intervals were rounded to day granularity before computing the sublist materializations. However, note that the postings in the materialized sublists
still retain their original timestamps. For a comparative evaluation of the
four approaches – Popt , Sopt , P G, and SB – we measure space and performance as follows. The required space S(M), as defined earlier, is equal to
the total number of postings in the materialized sublists. To assess performance we compute the expected processing cost (EPC) for all terms in
the respective query workload assuming a uniform probability distribution
among query time-points. We report the mean EPC, as well as the 5%- and
95%-percentile. In other words, the mean EPC reflects the expected length
of the index list (in terms of index postings) that needs to be scanned for a
random time point and a random term from the query workload.
The Sopt and Popt approaches are, by their definition, parameter-free.
For the P G approach, we varied its parameter γ, which limits the maximal
performance degradation, between 1.0 and 3.0. Analogously, for the SB
approach the parameter κ, as an upper-bound on the allowed space blowup,
was varied between 1.0 and 3.0. Solutions for the SB approach were obtained
running simulated annealing for R = 50, 000 rounds.
Table 7.2 lists the obtained space and performance figures. Note that
EPC values are smaller on WIKI than on UKGOV, since terms in the query
workload employed for WIKI are relatively rarer in the corpus. Based on the
depicted results, we make the following key observations. i) As expected, Popt
achieves optimal performance at the cost of an enormous space consumption.
Sopt , to the contrary, while consuming an optimal amount of space, provides
only poor expected processing cost. The P G and SB methods, for different
values of their respective parameter, produce solutions whose space and performance lie in between the extremes that Popt and Sopt represent. ii) For
the P G method we see that for an acceptable performance degradation of
only 10% (i.e., γ = 1.10) the required space drops by more than one order
of magnitude in comparison to Popt on both datasets. iii) The SB approach
achieves close-to-optimal performance on both datasets, if allowed to consume at most three times the optimal amount of space (i.e., κ = 3.0), which
on our datasets still corresponds to a space reduction over Popt by more than
one order of magnitude.
We also measured wall-clock times on a sample of the queries with results
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indicating improvements in execution time by up to a factor of 12.
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Figure 7.1: Relative recall and Kendall’s τ observed on coalesced indexes for
different values of 
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54,821,634,137
379,962,802
3,814,444,654
1,827,163,576
1,121,661,751
878,959,582
744,381,287
614,258,576
552,796,130
412,383,387
467,537,173
557,341,140
647,187,522
737,819,354
916,308,766
1,094,973,140

5%
11.22
114.05
11.30
12.37
13.96
15.48
16.79
18.28
21.04
38.97
26.87
19.84
16.59
15.86
13.99
13.01

EPC
Mean
95%
3,132.29
15,658.42
30,186.52
149,820.1
3,306.71 16,512.88
3,629.05
18,120.86
4,128.03
20,558.60
4,560.99
22,476.77
4,992.53
24,637.62
5,801.66
28,849.02
6,485.44
32,361.93
12,723.68
60,350.60
9,011.81
45,119.08
6,699.36
32,810.85
5,769.40
28,272.89
5,358.99
27,112.01
4,639.77
23,037.59
4,343.72 22,708.37

WIKI

21,372,607,052
187,387,342
1,155,833,516
649,884,260
436,578,665
345,422,898
306,944,062
269,178,107
247,666,812
194,287,671
204,454,800
246,323,383
296,345,976
336,445,773
427,122,038
511,470,192

S(M)
5%
39.93
63.15
40.66
43.62
46.68
51.26
51.48
53.36
55.95
63.09
57.42
53.24
49.56
47.58
44.89
42.15

EPC
Mean
15,593.60
22,852.67
16,105.61
17,059.47
18,379.69
19,150.06
19,499.78
20,279.62
20,800.35
22,574.54
22,036.39
20,566.68
19,065.99
18,569.08
17,153.94
16,772.65

UKGOV
95%
66,938.86
102,923.85
71,134.99
75,749.00
78,115.89
82,028.48
87,136.31
87,897.95
89,591.94
102,208.58
95,337.33
91,691.38
84,377.44
81,386.02
74,449.28
72,307.43

Table 7.2: Required space and expected processing cost (in # postings) observed on coalesced indexes ( = 0.10)

PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB

Popt
Sopt
γ = 1.10
γ = 1.25
γ = 1.50
γ = 1.75
γ = 2.00
γ = 2.50
γ = 3.00
κ = 1.10
κ = 1.25
κ = 1.50
κ = 1.75
κ = 2.00
κ = 2.50
κ = 3.00

S(M)

10 commandments, 2006 hurricane season, 69, abortion, abraham lincoln, acre, adenocarcinoma, adolf hitler, africa, agnostic, alexander the great, allegory, american idol, anal, anderson cooper, andrea lowell, andy milonakis, anus, aorta,
appendix, argentina, ash wednesday, ask jeeves, audie murphy, beastiality, bees, beethoven, bill gates, blood tests, brazil,
buddha, buddhism, cameltoe, candy samples, chamber of horrors match, characters from yu gi oh gx, charles darwin,
charlie rose, charmed, cher, chris daughtry, chris penn, christianity, chuck norris jokes, cinco de mayo, cleveland steamer,
clitoris, cocaine, cold war, columbine, communism, concentration camps, crystal meth, cuba, da vinci code, dana reeve,
danzig, darfur, david blaine, deal or no deal, deaths in 2006, debra lafave, deposition, dixie chicks, dna, dominican republic, domino harvey, donnie mcclurkin, dopamine, doxycycline, drudge report, dubai, easter, ebay, eleanor roosevelt,
elmo’s world, emancipation proclamation, emily rose, emo, encarta, england, erection, estrogen, existentialism, facebook,
fascism, fidel castro, fingerprints, flavor flav, florence nightingale, french revolution, genocide, georg fuerst, george rr martin, george washington, germany, gloria vanderbilt, goggle, good friday, gospel of judas, guns n roses, gwen stefani, hades,
haiku, hanso, hanso foundation, harlem renaissance, hawaii, he-man toys 1986, helga sven, henry ford, hermaphrodite,
hesiod, high school musical 2, hitler, hotmail, hurricane katrina, hurricane rita, football season 2006, hurricane wilma,
hustler, hydrocodone, imperialism, incest, industrial revolution, israel, italy, jack dunphy, japan, joan of arc, john adams,
john lennon, johnny cash, julian beever, julius caesar, june carter, june carter cash, kama sutra, karma, kelly clarkson, kkk,
knights templar, korean war, ku klux klan, lafave, lecithin, led zeppelin, lenin, lent, liger, limewire, liver, lost, louisiana
purchase, lymph nodes, manifest destiny, marcheline bertrand, marijuana, martin luther, marvel scream, maslow’s hierarchy of needs, matisyahu, may day, maya angelou, mayo clinic, mccarthyism, memorial day, metaphor, mexico, mime,
mississippi river, missouri compromise, monroe doctrine, moors, morphine, mortal kombat characters, moses, mozart,
mrsa, msnbc, mussolini, naruto, neil armstrong, neuropathy, newgrounds, nfl, niacin, norepinephrine, nudity, opium, opus
dei, oxycodone, palm sunday, pamela rogers, panama canal, pancreas, pandemic, penis, penthouse, peru, pete wentz, peter
tomarken, ph, phentermine, plato, playboy, playgirl, poland, polygamy, potassium, prednisone, priory of sion, prohibition,
protein, pus, randy jackson, randy orton, rape, renaissance, roe v. wade, roman numerals, romanticism, rome, ronald reagan, rosa parks, satire, schizophrenia, scientific method, scientologist, scientology, segregation, serotonin, sesame street,
shakira, shane macgowan, silent hill, simon cowell, skull island, snopes, sociopath, sodomy, sonny moore, spain, spanish civil war, spanish inquisition, spanking, spiderman 3, spleen, sportsnet new york, stadium arcadium, stalin, statue
of liberty, stephanie mcmahon, sudoku, superman, symbols, syntax, tachycardia, ten commandments, tet offensive, the
american dream, the beatles, the cold war, the da vinci code, the great depression, the kennedy family, the last supper, the
neocons, the ten commandments, thomas edison, thong, tiffany fallon, timothy treadwell, trees, truman capote, truman
doctrine, tsunami, tuberculosis, united 93, v for vendetta, vagina, vatican city, venezuela, vicodin, vietnam war, vivian
liberto, vulva, watergate, whitney houston, wiccan, winmx, winston churchill, world war 1, world war 2, world war ii,
wwe, x-men, xiaolin showdown, yalta conference, zac efron

Figure 7.2: Most frequent keyword queries from AOL query log with result
clicks on Wikipedia
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1901 uk census, 2004 taxes income from business partnership deductions, action plan template, an anthology of british
tea pots, animal by products, animals boarding, asbestos, attendance and school, avalanches, barracks layout, bat boxes,
benzene in soft drinks, bird flu, boys names, breast implants, british crown jewels, british government summary, british
monarchy, british passport, british royal family, british royalty, buckingham palace, bury st. edmunds, buses, business
names, camphill prison, cancer survival rates, celery allergy, chationary, child care, child care jobs, child support, childcare,
citizenship born in britain, citizenship ceremony dates, criminal record, criminal records, cyndislist, day care for older
person, default judgement, detr, dfes, diana princess of wales, different types of writing, disability, doh, dress up games,
drugs, drugs and alcohol, dsa, durham, dwp, earl of lichfield, easter drawings, edinburgh castle, education for children
with special needs, elizabeth i, employers, employment for people with disabilities, euro, family history, family tree,
farming, find who owns a house, firstaid questions, fishing licences, flood risk, food poisioning, free emergencey signs,
fsa, funding and financial support for rural area development, government offices, government statistics, grass cutting,
hepatitus c, herve van straeten store in paris, historic scotland, home improvements grants, horton mounds, house of
windsor, how do circuits work, how to build a porch, if you get money from someone who dies is it taxable, images
of florence nightingale, immigration acts, inclusion, inheritance tax, international contributions longbenton, jegs, jenny
nimmo, kensington palace, kevin ramsay, king george lll, king henry viii, lady rose windsor, learning curve berlin, limited
liability partnership, london, london metro, london tube map, london underground, looking for games for five year old,
map of the salisbury plain, mary queen of scots, maternity leave, meakin, mergers and acquisitions in business, mi5, mi6,
migrant workers statistics, millenium development goals, minimum wage, national archives, national archives and britain,
nationalarchives, newcastle register, noise nuisance laws, northumberland, nutwell manor, ost international, outreach for
autism, parents rights, patio roof into existing roof, pensions, personal and emotional development, pictures of victorian
children, planning a school library, poems for weddings special readings, power ranger clip art, prince and princess of
wale at the people’s jubilee, prince charles, prince harry, prince philip, prince william, princess diana, probate, probate
information, public records, queen elizabeth, queen elizabeth i, queen elizabeth i kids, queen elizabeth ii, queen of england,
queen victoria, raynulds, reading development of young people, reading group guidelines, records, renewal wedding vow
examples, renewal wedding vows, renne de chateau, residential home, residential home extensions, retirement speeches,
revelation art, rick statham, risk assessment, road surfaces, robert edwards fortune, royal family, safety slip and falls,
sample of literature review food marketing to children, sample school letters to parents, satelite, scherzer bridge, school
security risk assessment, science unit on life cycles, scotland, scotlandspeople, scottish coat of arms, scottish potato and
leek soup, scottish prisons, seaman card application, self assessment uk, self-analysis, service at st. georges chapel for
queen elizabeths 80th birthday, signs of nervous dogs have, sjm v-196 icd, slips, smogs effect on life, social security, social
services, social work assessments, sollers family, spear plant, st james park, stair lights, starting up a business, statistics,
step parents rights, steve howlett, stic violence, stillbirths, stoke on trent city archives, story of palm sunday, stretch and
tone, strychnine, stuart kings, summary judgement, sundowners in older people, support groups for parents of disabled
children, tartan day, tax tables, teaching aesop’s fables, teaching assistant, teaching glossary, teaching in england, teen
pregnancy, teenager pregnancy, telecommunications interception of communications regulations 2000, tell me ore about
the reading strategy setting a purpose, ten year strategy, terminology used on criminal background check, thames barrier,
the act of dedication of instruments, the agreement northern ireland, the department of agriculture, the home depot eesop,
the life of princess diana, the meaning of the name horton, the national archives of scotland, the palace of holyroodhouse,
the people of scotland, the queens garden party, the royal family, the star foundry, the tudors, thi repair, things to do
in taunton on april 8 2006, tony blair, top 100 girl names, touch paradise, tow trailers, toyota city japan, tracy housel
execution, traffic signs, train rail metal failure reports, transportdirect.info, transporting and collecting evidence, tree
planting procedures, tube london england, types of self-employment, u300 chemical, uk driving licence, uk home office
crime statistics, uk immigration, uk national archives, uk passport, uk passports, uk patent office, uk road distances,
union flag, union jack, unit on rocks, united kingdom, urban definitions, used clothing charity collectors, vehicle recalls,
victorian houses, virtual tours of prisons, visas, visiting inside with queen elizabeth at buckingham palace, vitamin k, walk
glastonbury wells, warning sign printable, was george v ever prince of wales, waste management bucks county, weather in
london england, web cams in cheltenham uk, webpages on trading, wedding day poems, westminster, what agency do you
contact to find out about financial assistance when having to care for an invalid family member, what are disadvantages
of economic element for job recruiting, what are elements made of, what are some important factors to consider when
designing a sustainable green home for a client, what drugs hinder niacin absorption, what happens when people litter,
what is a 4d child support case, what is a trust fund, what is street crime, what to do when someone dies, what’s in a
cigarette, when will freedom of the seas dock in new york harbor, where did the bible come from, widow pension, widowed
sister dies leaving no children and no will. who is in charge of her estate, william brown library liverpool, william morris
wallpaper, william the conqueror, wills, winchester museum, windsor castle, witness intimidation, woodchurch, work for
disabled, work-life balance surveys, working with the elderly, world war two names, yin yang symbol,

Figure 7.3: Most frequent keyword queries from AOL query log with result
clicks on a web page in .gov.uk TLD
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8 Conclusions
In this work we have developed an efficient solution for time-travel text search
over temporally versioned document collections. Experiments on two realworld datasets showed that a combination of the proposed techniques can
reduce index size by up to an order of magnitude while achieving nearly
optimal performance and highly accurate results.
The present work opens up many interesting questions for future research,
e.g.: How can we even further improve performance by applying (and possibly
extending) encoding, compression, and skipping techniques [34]?. How can
we extend the approach for queries q [tb , te ] specifying a time interval instead
of a time point? How can the described time-travel text search functionality
enable or speed up text mining along the time axis (e.g., tracking sentiment
changes in customer opinions)?
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